The CPS (continuation-passing style) transformation on -terms has an interpretation both in programming languages, type theory, proof theory, and logic. Programming intuition suggests that it is idempotent, but this does not directly hold for all existing CPS transformations (Plotkin, Reynolds, Fischer, etc.). We rephrase it to make it syntactically idempotent, modulo -reduction of the newly introduced continuation.
Introduction
The CPS transformation stands at an intersection between several areas of Computer Science: on -terms, it is used to encode evaluation orders 10, 14, 17, 18] , e.g., for compiling programs 1, 15, 20] ; on types, seen as propositions, it corresponds to a double-negation translation, i.e., as a mapping from Classical Logic into Intuitionistic Logic 13, 16, 23] .
We are interested in the e ect of iterating the CPS transformation. In the absence of control operators 2, 4, 9], programming intuition suggests that nothing should be gained: since continuations represent new evaluation contexts, and CPS terms only contain tailcalls, CPS-transforming a CPS term can't possibly introduce much of a continuation.
One property of the -calculus even hints that the CPS transformation could actually be made idempotent: -reduction. The intuition is that a tail-recursive CPS term e ought to be CPS transformed into a term k:e @ k, where \@" denotes in x application, and which can be safely -reduced to e in a CPS context. This intuition, however, does not hold for any known CPS transformation, and after a brush up on CPS in Section 2, we see how and why in Section 3. The problem with the CPS transformation is that it introduces too many continuations | a drawback for compilers that CPS-transform their input, when this input is already in CPS. In Section 4, we see how a strategic mix of currying and uncurrying leads us towards idempotence, which we obtain in Section 5. Section 6 concludes. Since continuations can only be -reduced when they are placed last, in the rest of this paper, we consider the \values rst" class. Speci cally, we focus on Plotkin's CPS transformation for call-by-value, where subterms are evaluated from left to right 17]. Figure 1 speci es our source language: it is the pure -calculus. Following Reynolds 18] , we distinguish between trivial terms, whose reduction always terminate, and serious terms, whose reduction may diverge. Figures 2 and 3 display Plotkin's CPS transformation and the syntactic characterization of its output, after administrative reductions 5, 17, 19, 20] . Both BNF's were used in earlier work on the direct-style transformation, the inverse of the CPS transformation 3, 8].
3 Idempotence: No Let us CPS-transform the identity function x:x in an empty context, for simplicity. The result reads as follows.
x: k 1 :k 1 @ x CPS-transforming this result reads as follows.
We may -reduce the inner occurrence of k 2 , but the outer one remains, defeating idempotence.
The nature of this failing suggests to consider an uncurried CPS transformation | i.e., a CPS transformation generating uncurried -terms (Figures 4 and 5) . The corresponding extension of the -calculus is displayed in Figure 6 . The corresponding extension of the CPS transformation is displayed in Figure 7 .
The uncurried CPS counterpart of the identity function x:x thus reads as follows.
hx;k 1 i:k 1 @ x CPS-transforming this result reads as follows.
hx; k 1 ; k 2 i:k 1 @ hx;k 2 i
This term contains only one occurrence of k 2 , but we cannot -reduce it precisely because the term is uncurried. The nature of this second failing suggests to mix curried and uncurried CPS, as investigated in Section 4.
Idempotence: Sort Of
Let us compose the curried CPS transformation (Figure 2 ) with the uncurried CPS transformation (Figure 4 ). To this end, and as was done implicitly in Section 3, we need to embed the output of the uncurried CPS transformation into the -calculus as extended in Figure 6 . This embedding is the obvious one. The CPS transformation yields a trivial ...which is the identity transformation.
5 Idempotence: Yes
Leaving currying behind, let us go back to the pure -calculus and draw lessons from Theorem 1. The uncurried transformation introduced too many continuations because the declaring values, in a CPS term, is trivial in the sense of Reynolds 18 ] | or more precisely, it is total, since -reducing it yields a -abstraction, and thus cannot diverge. Such total functions need no continuations. Therefore, we only need to extend the original syntax of the -calculus (Figure 1 ) with \total" annotations (overlining and @ with a hat), and to extend Plotkin's CPS transformation to cater for them. This possibility was The corresponding extension of the -calculus is displayed in Figure 8 . 1 The corresponding extension of the CPS transformation is displayed in Figure 9 . The BNF of its output is displayed in Figure 10 . Again, the embedding of such output terms in the extended -calculus is the obvious one.
We are now in position to state our main theorem.
Theorem 2 C DTriv is the identity function over CPS terms. 
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